Subject: Pay & Allowances of Group ‘A’ Officer of IBES, IBPS, IIS & CCW (Civil & Electrical) cadres.

Reference is invited towards this Directorate letters dated 01.05.2020 and 14.05.2020 on the subject mentioned.

2. The matter has again been examined in this Directorate and following approval is accorded:

- The Kendras/Stations are requested to send all the service related records mentioned in letter dated 01.05.2020 of all the Group-A officers IBES, IBPS, IIS & CCW (Civil & Electrical) cadres (who are not drawing pay & allowances from PAO IRLA) to PAO IRLA, Soochna Bhawan, New Delhi by the end of September 2020 positively.
- Those Group-A officers who are going to superannuate till December 2020, their pay and allowances will be disbursed from the Kendra/Station itself.

3. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(Dr. Sanjay Kumar)
Dy. Director Admin
(Estt. /HRIS)

To,

All Heads of Office/ DDOs of Doordarshan.

1. DDKs/DMCs/IIPTs/ES Todapur/NABM/R&D/CPC/CP&P&S
2. O/o ADG(E): NZ/ WZ/EZ/ SZ/ and NEZ
3. DDA: S (I)/ S (II)/S (III)/ S (IV) and S (V), DGDD, New Delhi.

Copy for information and n.a. to:-

1. Dr. Ranjeeta, Dy. Controller of Accounts, PAO (IRLA), Soochna Bhawan, New Delhi with request to confirm the effective month of salary dispersion from PAO IRLA to those stations from where documents are forwarded to your office.
2. DDG (Finance), PB Secretariat, New Delhi.
3. DDG (A), DG: AIR, Parliament Street, New Delhi
4. PS to DDG (HR), DG: DD, New Delhi.
5. DDA (Budget), DG: DD, New Delhi.
6. PS to DG
7. SSW-II, CCW, AIR, Soochna Bhawan, New Delhi
8. All PAOs
9. DDG (IT), DGDD with request to upload this on web site.